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Abstract—This paper outlines our ongoing efforts to effectively
integrate a parallel file system in a cloud environment. We
investigate how a parallel file system (PFS) can be effectively
integrated and provided as a service to cloud users running High
Performance Computing (HPC) applications, and what would
be the performance and security implications of such a service.
A critical requirement of running today’s data-intensive HPC
applications is the availability of a parallel high performance
storage system. The objectives of our work are two-fold: first,
to identify and evaluate the possible ways to deploy a PFS
in a cloud infrastructure, and second, to design a framework
to provide the PFS as a service inside a cloud-management
framework which would allow users to provision and configure
PFS storage dynamically and securely, in much the same way they
can provision instances and volumes. Initial results indicate that
the best file-system performance can be obtained by providing a
native parallel file-system installation as a service and using filesystem passthrough from the virtual machine instances to access
the files directly.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The flexibility, scalability, and dynamic provisioning capabilities provided by a cloud computing infrastructure make it
an attractive platform for running High Performance Computing (HPC) applications. Additionally the pay-as-you-use pricing model used by cloud providers allows the HPC community
to run their applications without first worrying about incurring
huge capital investments to set up expensive clusters, and then
dealing with variabilities in utilization of those clusters. On the
flip-side, performance and scalability concerns have meant that
the HPC community is yet to fully embrace the idea of running
their HPC applications in a cloud environment [1], [2].
Researchers have performed a considerable number of studies to gain a better understanding of the cost-performance
trade offs in using cloud infrastructures instead of traditional
HPC clusters to run scientific applications [1]–[8]. In the
public cloud domain, Amazon Web Services has introduced
the quadruple-extra-large and eight-extra-large cluster compute
instances, both of which are specifically geared towards running I/O intensive and tightly coupled HPC applications [9].
The consensus among researchers is that HPC applications
with significant communication and I/O requirements tend to
perform poorly in a cloud infrastructure because of the limited
bandwidth of network and I/O service available in a cloud
environment. In terms of I/O, an important requirement of

today’s data-intensive HPC applications is the availability of a
parallel high performance file system. These applications, with
high levels of parallelism and I/O activity, require high speed
concurrent storage access in order to process input-output data,
store periodic checkpoints, and execute out-of-core algorithms.
HPC clusters are usually equipped with massively parallel
file system installations such as Lustre [10], GPFS [11],
PVFS [12], and PanFS [13]. In order to attain acceptable
HPC performance in a cloud environment, the applications
running in virtual machine instances must have access to a
high-performance file system. Although there has been some
work in measuring I/O overheads in a cloud environment [14],
and in using a high performance file system as a backend
for storage volumes [15] or web-based storage [16], there has
been fewer studies on how to provide a high-performance and
scalable storage service to HPC applications running in a cloud
environment.
The absence of a dedicated file system service in the cloud
means that virtual parallel file systems have to be deployed
inside virtual machine (VM) instances served by virtual disks.
Since parallel file systems contain multiple storage targets
which are accessed over the network, such virtual PFS deployments incur overheads of multiple virtualization layers, both
in network and storage device levels, which seriously hamper
their performance.
This paper outlines our ongoing efforts toward a more
effective integration of parallel file systems into cloud environments. The objectives of our work are two-fold: first,
to determine the most efficient way to access a PFS from
virtual-machine instances in the cloud, and second, to design
a framework to provide the PFS as a service through a cloud
management platform.
In this work, we have implemented and evaluated the following possible methods of incorporating a high-performance
file system in a HPC-cloud environment:
1) Building a virtual PFS with I/O servers and clients
running in virtual machine instances,
2) PFS as a back-end to persistent volume storage, and
3) Accessing the PFS directly from the virtual machine
instances
•

through file system passthrough from the instances

to the instance-hosts, and
through file system clients running inside the virtual
machine instances
We are also incorporating a file system service inside a
cloud-management framework that would allow users to provision and configure PFS storage dynamically and securely, in
much the same way they can provision instances and volumes.
The challenges involve ensuring security and isolation in
allocating storage to the cloud users, and determining the file
system configuration options that should be exposed to the
users through the file system service APIs. In this work we
are using the Lustre file system [10] as the PFS backend and
the OpenStack cloud management software [17] as the cloudmanagement framework.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: background
about the current state-of-the-art in cloud storage, LustreFS,
and OpenStack in Section II, PFS access methods in Section
III, PFS as a service in Section IV, framework and preliminary results in Section V, related work in Section VI, and
conclusion and future work in Section VII.
•

II. BACKGROUND
Here we review the current state-of-the-art in cloud storage,
and provide brief overviews of the Lustre file system and the
OpenStack cloud management framework.
A. Storage Options in Cloud
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud platforms provide
three types of storage options - the ephemeral block storage,
the persistent block storage, and the key-value based object
storage. Both ephemeral and persistent storage services are
implemented through virtual disk devices. The ephemeral
storage is provisioned as part of the VM instance, and exists
as long as the VM instance exists. It is allocated locally on the
VM host. The persistent block storage, such as the Amazon
Elastic Block Storage [18], is provisioned separately from instances and can be attached to and detached from an instance.
In the open-source cloud platforms such as OpenStack and
Eucalyptus, the persistent volumes are allocated on a single
volume server host, usually separate from the instance hosts,
and are exposed through a storage networking protocol such as
iSCSI [19] or AoE [20]. The key-value based object storage,
such as the Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) [21] allows
users to store and retrieve their data using web interfaces. This
service lacks a file system interface and is not particularly
suitable for HPC applications.
To deploy a PFS in a IaaS platform, we need to launch
VM instances as storage servers with ephemeral and persistent
virtual block devices as the backend storage targets, and access
the servers from PFS clients running in other VM instances.
This scheme of PFS deployment suffers from several layers
of indirection, degrading the performance of the PFS. Any
client-to-server request passes through the client-side virtual
network device, the physical network, and the server-side
virtual network device. In the storage server instance, the
guest VM file system requests are converted to block device

operations and then to the host file system requests. The actual
underlying block devices that these host file system requests
access are again likely to be on a remote volume server, which
is accessible over a storage network. The schemes we discuss
in Section III attempt to eliminate some of these overheads.
B. Lustre File System
Lustre is a highly scalable parallel distributed file system
capable of handling petabytes of storage with extremely high
aggregate throughput. A Lustre installation comprises three
types of systems - the clients that request file system services,
the Object Storage Servers (OSS) which manage the file data
stored in the Object Storage Targets (OST), and the Meta-Data
Servers, which manage the file namespace meta-data stored in
the Meta-Data Targets (MDT). A typical Lustre installation
contains one MDS and multiple OSSes. A file can be striped
over all OSSes; hence, the aggregate bandwidth of the system
is the sum of bandwidths provided by all the OSSes. The MDS
does not present a bottleneck in file I/O scalability as it is
used only for meta-data operations and not file I/O operations.
Lustre supports multiple underlying networking protocols like
TCP/IP and Infiniband.
C. OpenStack
OpenStack is an open-source cloud computing platform
for managing public and private cloud infrastructures. It is
implemented as a set of services that communicate with each
other via message queues and databases. Currently OpenStack
consists of the following services:
• Compute: Service responsible for provisioning and managing VM instances. It comprises of the front-end API
service, with support for the Amazon EC2 API along with
the native OpenStack API, and the backend scheduler and
image services.
• Storage: Service to manage persistent block-level storage
for VM instances and object storage for static data.
• Network: Service for managing networking models and
IP addresses.
• Dashboard: A web-based user interface for managing
OpenStack services.
• Authentication: Underlying identity, token, catalog, and
policy service which supports all the other services.
III. PARALLEL F ILE S YSTEM ACCESS M ETHODS
In this work we have identified multiple ways to incorporate
a parallel file system in the cloud environment.
A. As a Virtual PFS
The most straightforward way of incorporating a PFS in
a cloud environment is to use virtual machine instances as
storage servers with the underlying virtual block storage —
ephemeral or persistent — as the backend storage targets
(Figure 1). However such a setup is likely to be the most
inefficient because of the multiple levels of network and
storage emulation layers required for file access and the
potential for the single volume server being a bottleneck.
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B. As Backend to Emulated Block Storage
The PFS installation is used as a backend to the persistent
block storage service already present in our existing setup
(Figure 2).
In OpenStack, the nova-volume service uses iSCSIexposed ( [19]) LVM volumes to provide persistent blocklevel storage to the OpenStack Compute instances. A request
for a new block-storage volume leads to the creation of a
new logical volume in the ‘nova-volume’ volume-group in the
volume server. This volume is exposed to the compute node
- the node hosting the compute instance - as an iSCSI target.
The libvirt daemon running on the compute host then uses
this target to create and attach a block storage device to the
running instance. We replace the iSCSI-LVM implementation
with a Lustre-based one through the following modifications:
1) The requested volumes are created as a file in the
LustreFS installation instead of logical volumes.
2) The Lustre client daemon running on the compute host
makes the volume file accessible to libvirt as a storage
option. Libvirt uses the directory-type storage pool to
manage the volume files.
3) Libvirt uses the file to create and attach a block device
to the instance running on the compute host.
These modifications improve the quality of the volume service
by incorporating into the existing set-up the reliability and
performance advantages of a PFS over a remote block device.
This method is similar to the distributed block storage system
implemented in [15], where the authors used Lustre as a
backend to their implementation of a virtual block storage
(VBS) service. However in this scenario, a file access from an
application running in a VM instance will be first emulated as a
block storage access inside the hypervisor (unless we are using
a para-virtualized driver interface), and then the hypervisor
would invoke the file system interface to make the actual
access to block storage objects. An alternative would be to
enable direct file system access from inside the VM instances,
either over the network or through file system passthrough.
C. Exporting the PFS directly
The PFS installation is made directly available to the
programs running inside a VM, thus avoiding the intermediate

block emulation layer. Direct file system access also allows the
applications inside the VMs to configure the PFS parameters
such as stripe width and stripe size and stripe width according
to the data access pattern.
1) Using File System Passthrough: VirtFS [22] is a virtualization aware file system passthrough framework which
uses the underlying VirtIO [23] transport to enable applications
inside VM instances to gain direct accesses to file system on
the instance hosts. These files can be on direct or network
attached volumes or even on a parallel file system like Lustre.
Using VirtFS with Lustre enables the applications inside the
VMs to access files on a native Lustre installation directly,
without having to go through the emulated block storage
abstraction (Figure 3a).
2) Using Lustre clients running inside VMs: In this method
we can run Lustre clients inside the VMs, and the clients
can communicate with the Lustre servers though the network
(Figure 3b). This is different from the previous case in the
sense that in the previous case file access happened through
the applications interfacing with the Lustre client daemons
running on the host system through the VirtFS/VirtIO framework, whereas in this case the Lustre client daemons running
in the VMs access the files on the Lustre servers through the
emulated network interface on the VMs.
IV. PARALLEL F ILE S YSTEM AS A S ERVICE
To access PFS most directly and efficiently from the cloud
environment, we aim to provide the PFS installation as an
integrated service to cloud users as part of our cloud management framework. The following capabilities need to be
incorporated in the current OpenStack framework to set-up
PFS-as-a-Service successfully.
1) Ensure that space in the installed file system can be
provisioned to each cloud user in a secure manner by extending the user management framework in OpenStack
to provide authentication and authorization for direct file
system access.
2) Establish file system parameters which should be controllable by the cloud users when they provision a file
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V. F RAMEWORK AND P RELIMINARY R ESULTS
We used the MPI-IO interface build of the IOR benchmark
to evaluate the performance of the various PFS access mechanisms. The experimental set-up consists of two clients each
running one IOR task performing read-write access on a Lustre
installation. The installation comprises 1 MDS and 4 OSSes.
Each OSS is served by 4 OSTs and the files are striped over all
the OSTs. Each node writes to and reads from different files in
order to avoid the effects of client-side caching. We evaluated
the three direct file access methods dicussed in section III
along with a native file-system access run:
1) Virtual PFS: Lustre servers and clients running within
VM instances; IOR tasks running within the same VM
instances as the clients.
2) Client-in-VM: Lustre servers running natively on hardware; Lustre clients and IOR tasks running within VM
instances.
3) FS Passthrough: Lustre servers running natively on
hardware; Lustre clients and VirtFS servers running on
VM hosts, and IOR tasks and VirtFS clients running in
VM instances.
4) Native: Lustre servers, clients, and IOR tasks running
natively.
Figure 4 shows the normalized aggregate bandwidth obtained
from each of the configurations for sequential read and write
accesses to 8 GB files in block size of 4 GB and transfer
size of 1 MB. The results are normalized in terms of the
aggregate bandwidth of the Virtual PFS configuration, which
is the typical method for setting up a parallel file system
within a cloud environment. The X-axis lists the configuration
types, and the Y-axis shows the normalized performance as
percentage of the baseline.
We see substantial improvement in write performance over
the base configuration. The write performance improves by
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90% when we use the client-in-vm configuration and by
120% when we use the filesystem passthrough. The native
performance shows over 200% improvement. The file system
passthrough provides a 15% better performance over running
the Lustre client inside the VM instances. This means that
accessing files over the VirtIO transport layer is more efficient
than access over the virtualized network stack.
The read performance shows similar trends but the improvements are comparatively lower. The client-in-vm configuration
provides similar performance as the base configuration, while
using the file-system passthrough improves performance by
about 15% and the native performance show around 50%
improvement.
The results indicate that using file system passthrough inside
the VM instances to connect to the Lustre client running on the
instance host should be the preferred method to access a the
Lustre installation. The baseline performance is substantially
lower than that obtained in the alternative configurations,
because of the multiple layers of emulation overheads that
the baseline incurs.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Although it has been fairly well-established that I/O intensive HPC applications tend to perform poorly in a cloud

environment, there has been relatively little work about measuring and improving the quality of I/O service available to
the HPC applications running in a cloud. Ghoshal et al. did
a comparative study of the I/O performance available in the
Amazon cloud, in a private cloud running on a HPC cluster,
and on a GPFS file system installed in the same cluster [14].
For multi-mode MPI benchmarks, native parallel file system
performance was many orders of magnitude better than that
obtained by sharing an EBS device among Amazon EC2
cluster compute instances through NFS.
Gao et al. used Lustre as the back-end to convert the singlevolume-server architecture of their implementation of a virtual
block storage service (VBS) to a distributed storage system,
in order to achieve higher levels of reliability, scalability, and
aggregate throughput [15].
Liu et al. discuss the idea that HPC applications can benefit
from the flexibility of storage options in a cloud environment,
in terms of file systems (NFS, PFS), underlying storage
(Ephemeral, Persistent, S3-type), and file system parameters
(number and placement of I/O servers, striping configuration) [24]. They show that the choice of shared file systems
such as NFS or PVFS can have considerable impact on the
performance of I/O intensive applications, depending on their
specific I/O requirements.
Abe and Gibson proposed pWalrus, a hybrid storage service [16]. pWalrus uses PVFS as the back end to a Amazon
S3-type storage system [21], and allows the users to access
their files on the PVFS installation either through the S3 API
or directly after logging into the cluster hosting the file system.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we present our ongoing work toward effectively integrating PFS within a cloud environment running
HPC applications. We have identified and implemented possible methods of PFS access from a VM instance, and our
preliminary results show that the typical way of deploying
a PFS in a cloud environment is substantially less efficient
than using file system passthrough to access a native PFS
installation from inside VM instances.
We are investigating the causes of the degradation seen in
the baseline VPFS configuration. We are also working towards
providing a native PFS installation as a service within the
OpenStack cloud management framework so that users can
provision high-performance storage and access their allocated
space in a secure, efficient, and isolated manner.
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